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Players Feature Parisian Comedy

Mad Women Set For Thurs. Night

On November 15, Players, the drama organization of Montclair State College, will present the first showing of their first production of the season, "The Mad Women of Chauffeur!". Other performances are slated for November 16 and 19 in Memorial Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

The play, a comedy by Jean Giraudoux, takes place in Paris, France at the turn of the century. It is a timely and humorous satire which is expected to be popular with both critics and the general public.

The guest speaker was Dr. Jacobson, who spoke on "The Art of the Prose Poem". The public is cordially invited to attend the performance.

Kappa Honors New Members At Banquet

Kappa Delta Pi, the education honor society, held their annual banquet at the Robin Hood Inn on October 24. President of the organization, Stuart Farnam, said that the purpose of the banquet was to initiate new members into the organization.

The guest speaker was Dr. Jacobson, who spoke on "The Art of the Prose Poem". The public is cordially invited to attend the performance.

SEAM Membership Exceeds Last Year

This year the Student Education Association of Montclair is recording its largest enrollment in the club's history. Currently, it has 150 members, an increase of 15 over last year's record total, and students are still flocking to its new activities.

A new spirit of professionalism, on campus and student co-op, has been noted. The association's professional advisor, Dr. Jacobson, has been particularly pleased with the efforts and ideas of several fine members, including the delightful wireless, which is handled by Patricia Bello, Barbara Briggs, Catherine Kerns, Katherine Bland, Martin Falck, and Roberta Grehl.

The program for Tuesday night will be presented on November 8 to 10 teachers from across the state, as faculty advisor. Props are being handled by Patricia Bello, Barbara Briggs, Catherine Kerns, Katherine Bland, Martin Falck, and Roberta Grehl. The public is cordially invited to attend the program.

For an evening of fine and enjoyable music, plans to attend.

For an evening of fine and enjoyable music, plans to attend.

For an evening of fine and enjoyable music, plans to attend.
Editorial

Civil Defence Course?

With the threat of nuclear war looming over the present day, Civil Defence has become an important aspect in the modern day fight for survival. At Montclair State, a program in Civil Defence is now being offered on a voluntary basis.

The State Board of Education feels that this program is important and that each student should be aware of the steps to take in the event of a nuclear attack. We agree with the Board and urge all students at Montclair to take advantage of this opportunity. This course involves twelve hours of training in Civil Defence. Upon completion of the course, students will receive a certificate stating that they have successfully completed the training and are qualified to serve as an instructor. At present, the course is NOT required for graduation from MSC. However, in the future, if the State Board should feel it is necessary to require this course for graduation, Montclair will have no choice but to comply as it is in the interest of the State Board to require this course for graduates.

All the protestations from an indignant student body can in no way alter the decision of the State Board of Education and the course will have to be accepted as it is in the case of the rest of the courses that are required for graduation.

We agree with the Board's feeling that twelve hours of this course will be well spent when perhaps it will result in the saving of many lives. Those who argue that there will never be a nuclear war are gambling with human lives and who fail to accept the fact that nuclear attack is a definite possibility in the world in which we live. We feel that those who are privileged to attend an Institute like Montclair should be aware of its existence and take proper steps to be prepared if it should become a reality.
by Charmaine Perzan

"A modern version of the Greek myth, brings a high-quality atmosphere to the screen. The tragic love story stars Mark Harmon as Thanos and David Selby as Raf Vallone and concerns a woman who, on her wedding day, is murdered by her husband.
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Gridders Rebound Fast
Wallop Washington Foe

The Indians of Montclair romped to their fifth win with a long drive against the Rockland Teachers, 49-0, here at Sprague Field, Saturday. A rain-drenched field was the scene of the Indians' defeat over what some may call the "worst team in the nation." D.C., fielded a big team of 23 players, ranging from 140 to 210 pounds. This was the day when seven touchdowns were scored by seven different individuals for Montclair, ranging from a 52 yard pass interception, and a picked-up fumble, to a completed pass to score. For the approximately 150 devoted fans, who battled the forces of nature, it was a day of victory for the home team, filled with laughter or tears so gratefully bestowed on us by the antics of a seemingly disorganized DC.

D.C., received the opening kick-off but was stopped short, Montclair taking over to begin their first touchdown drive. De-four over on a two yard carry for the first score of the game. Francine had the honors of making the second score by completing a 52 yard pass from Bob Filorama. The scoring punch was set on a 19-yard run, before Al DePalm intercepted a DC Teacher's pass and scrambled for a nine yard TD, Fuljiang putting the honors next by going over for a one yard score.

Joe Simmons really brought about all the scoring possibilities when he picked up a DC fumble on the opponent's 30 yard line and sprinted in for the tying TD. The winy, rainy weather did not cut down on the Indians' passing potential as Filorama connected with Frank Davide for a 48 yard completion. New Haven, Conn., Oct. 27. A half-acre explosion caused by gas within a refrigeration truck injured many spectators at the game last Saturday. "This unfortunate accident was sandwiched between two epileptic seizures of football as Southern Connecticut State College unexpectedly comprised the surprised contingent from Montclair, 21-0.

The opening series of plays marked the debut performance of the Indians in the first half, as they took the kick-off and marched 47 yards only to be halted by the O.C. defense on the 15. A field goal attempt by Ron Clarkson fell short.

The Indians finally scored in the second half, neither team could do much rushing yardage of minus 27; fumble runs.

Statistics may relate better to the reader the off-balance of this game. DC Teachers had a total rushing yards of 89; Dakota 16.

The Indians have gone from one extremity to the other, being defeated by New Orleans, 43-0, and then trampling DC. Next week they meet Fordham in a game to finish out what appears to be a very early season already having a fine 5-2 record.

by Ray Kril

by Ken Villanil

SOCCER

Gridders Rebound Fast
Wallop Washington Foe

The Indians finally hit the scoring column as "Swede" Seppiner with a powerful bomb, with seven yards moved the ball to the 22 yard line, where they had to play. Bobby Joe Filorama took the kick-off from Car- michael and hit Frank Davide who was a lonely end in the end zone.

A powerful N.C.E. soccer team was stymied by the aggressive and hard booting skills of the Indian eleven.

The initial score at the New­ ark's home field came three minutes in the first quarter when sophomores Norm Finnally tallied his first of the season for the Indians. Mike Pico then tied the score for Newark in a tight play near the goal mouth. With­ in a minute of this goal, freshman Paul Pietzner put the In­ dians ahead once more after a sharp assist by center-forward Jim Ballard. Again in the sec­ ond quarter, Ballard displayed his shifty techniques as he slammed one past the N.C.E. goalies on a fast break by the Indians. N.C.E.'s Pico again quickly retaliated which left the halftime score at 3-2 in favor of the Indians.

A tough played third quarter marked a tying score by the home team when and Handwerker converted a well-placed cross. The Indians realized the lower end of the score for the first time in the game when Tom Ziecknick pinches his head to a corner kick midway through the fourth quarter.

This score put an extra infantry within the Indians and a hard- driving battalioon as the game began. The Indian defense tightened, and the offensive battle finally paid off when sophomore Mark Zynser gobbled the rips on a rebounded shot with less than four minutes to go. The regular game ended with the score tied 4-4, and was followed by two five minute overtime periods.

In spite of the top performances by both clubs, the overtime per­ mutes resulted in no score as the game went into the official rec­ ord books as a 4-4 tie.

bluff. That's why we should sell...not that's his name, not that!'

This was undoubtedly the finest performance turned in by the Indians up to this date.

The varisty booters turned in their fourth victory in eight tries by defeating FDU--Madison cam­ pus, 4-4. Strong defensive and offensive play resulted in a favorable half-time score.

Tom Bayer and Jim Ballard pro­ duced the goals from the line while Guckin and Turner scored on a powerful shot from the pen­ nant line. Eighteen minutes in the third quarter marked another goal for senior Tom Bayer which was quickly matched by an FDU goal. A weak fourth quarter performance on the part of the Indians was clinned by two FDU goals. The Montclair de­ fense, however, showed its superior strength by holding the Patriots offense at three which resulted in the final score of Montclair 4, FDU 3.

LETTER

Cont'd from p. 2

To the Class of '63:

I wish to rectify an error that appeared in the recent issue of the class' paper, Tribe Talk, in which it was erroneously reported that FDU Turners scored. In fact, they tied for first place, with not Paul Kedum, was our fresh­ man GSA representative.

Pat, in fact, held that office and performed creditable service both for the Class of '63 and for the SGA.

Joseph Snow
Vice President '63
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Soccer Season Nearing Finale
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